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Part: A 

1: Your server is acting slow and you have noticed that the Packet Receive Buffers have reached 

the maximum. Which utility can you use to increase the Maximum Packet Receive Buffers 

parameter? 

A.iMonitor 

B.iManager 

C.ConsoleOne 

D.CONFIG.NLM 

E.Remote Manager 

Correct Answers: E 

 

2: Which utility allows you to type in commands at the server console screen? 

A.iMonitor 

B.iManager 

C.ConsoleOne 

D.Server Manager 

E.Remote Manager 

Correct Answers: E 

 

3: Which statement is true regarding the cluster IP address in an NCS environment? 

A.It is assigned to the master node. 

B.It is assigned to all nodes in the cluster. 

C.It is assigned to all the slave nodes in the cluster. 

D.It is assigned to the first node in the cluster and will always remain with that node. 

E.It is assigned to the master node and will remain with that node even when another node 

becomes master. 

Correct Answers: A 

 

4: What is the maximm size for a single file placed in an iFolder home directory? 

A.4 MB 

B.400 MB 

C.1 GB 

D.4 GB 

E.100 GB 

Correct Answers: D 

 

5: You have setup load and unload scripts for resources in your NCS environment and have 

specified a timeout value of 300 seconds for each resource. What will happen to the resource if it 

doesn't get through the load script in 300 seconds? 

A.It is put into an ALERT state. 

B.It is put into an OFFLINE state. 

C.It is put into a COMATOSE state. 

D.It is put into an UNASSIGNED state. 



E.It is put into a QUORUM WAIT state. 

Correct Answers: C 

 

6: When you brought up your server, you noticed that some modules were color-coded as white 

while you were watching modules load. What does this indicate? 

A.That the module was loaded from an NCF file 

B.That there were errors when the module was loading 

C.That the module was auto-loaded by another module 

D.That the module was loaded from the C:\NWSERVER directory 

E.That the module was bound into SERVER.EXE and loaded from there 

Correct Answers: A 

 

7: Using the UAL licensing model, where is it recommended to install user licenses if the server 

object resides in the FLIGHTOPS.DEL.DIGITALAIR container and the user objects reside in the 

CUSTSERV.DEL.DIGITALAIR container? 

A.In any container 

B.In the Security container 

C.In the DIGITALAIR container 

D.In the CUSTSERV.DEL.DIGITALAIR container 

E.In the CUSTSERV.DEL.DIGITALAIR or DEL.DIGITALAIR containers 

F.In the FLIGHTOPS.DEL.DIGITALAIR or DEL.DIGITALAIR containers 

Correct Answers: E 

 

8: Which are tools you can use at the server console prompt to help troubleshoot IP problems? 

(Choose 2.) 

A.PING 

B.TCPCON 

C.NETSTAT 

D.TRACERT 

E.IPCONFIG 

Correct Answers: A B  

 

9: After a NetWare 6 server migration, you have noticed that device drivers are not loading. These 

drivers need to be placed in the directory where SERVER.EXE resides. Where can you copy these 

drivers from? 

A.C:\DRIVERS 

B.SYS:SYSTEM 

C.SYS:ETC\DRIVERS 

D.SYS:SYSTEM\DRIVERS 

E.C:\NWSERVER\DRIVERS 

Correct Answers: E 

 

10: You want to modify your NCS environment by changing node assignments to resources using 

ConsoleOne. Which object's properties page allows you to change node assignments? 



A.Any node object 

B.The cluster object 

C.The master node object 

D.The Cluster ADMIN object 

E.Any cluster-enabled resource or volume object 

Correct Answers: E 

 

 

 


